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London: A Muslim activist, Omar Mohamad, was set free by a judge, despite striking a
police officer in the face with his walking stick while protesting a rally demanding the
release of activist Tommy Robinson, who is known for exposing Muslim rape grooming
gangs. Justice is skewed, as the violent Muslim man was set free while Tommy has been
sentenced to two 13-month terms to be served consecutively for non-violent contempt of
court convictions, imposed for reporting on grooming gang trials.
A Muslim activist who beat a police officer with a stick while protesting a
Tommy Robinson rally has walked free from court.

Omar Mohamad had chosen to travel all the way from Reading to protest a free speech
event led by Robinson at Speaker’s Corner in Hyde Park, held “to express views that were
adverse to the Muslim community in the United Kingdom” — according to District Judge
Richard Blake.

“We live in a democracy — people should feel free, within limits, to express their
opinions,” he opined.

“You were with a group of other men. It is fair to say that immediately in front of you
there was a fracas.

“You joined into the melee that happened and you joined in with your stick.

“While you do need that stick to walk with, you very much used it by wielding it around
as a weapon. You brought the stick round and struck [Police Sergeant Guy Rooney] in the
face.
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“There is no doubt that this was a very significant injury that you caused with your
stick.”

Sergeant Rooney had told the court how the attack had left his face so badly damaged
that his children would not walk to school with him, and claimed he had been left with
post-traumatic stress.

Nevertheless, despite the violent nature of Mohamad’s attack and his decision to claim
he was acting in self-defence and plead not guilty, the judge appeared to buy the
picture painted by the defence of a sickly man with multiple illnesses, who had “shown
genuine remorse”.

Read full article here…
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